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Exercise 
The exercise dwels with a distribution analysis of a comlpex buiding (such as a Station , an 
Airport, a Library, a Theater, etc.) approved by teacher. 
Students have to show the skillness in reading the different spaces of a building, to point 
out the distributional and morphological features and to synthesis the research with 
drawings and personal written valuations. 
Here are the main points to afford: 
 
    NAME OF BUILDING 
      
AREA (or  phisical adress)   
 
    DESIGNER/S 
 
    YEAR OF REALISATION OF THE BUILDING  
  
    SURFACES AND VOLUMES/ DIMENSIONAL ELEMENTS 
 
 
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURE  
    
      
     
AREA (or  phisical adress) 
 
The position of building in the territory, or urban area, relationship and influence with 
environment and viability. 
 
TYPOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 
Lecture of the plants and volume of the  building, individuation of tipologhy, design and 
reminded relationships, structural and volumetrical  scheme,  
 
 
     
DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS 
Detailed lecture of architectural spaces: individuation and classification of different 
functional areas, of several types of paths, fire escapes or emergency exits, distribution 
features, 
 
 
     BIOCLIMATIC ELEMENTS 
Lecture of the bioclimatic elements of building, individuation of strategies, of thecnologies 
and utilized materials in building, of lighting, heating and cooling systems; 
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Critical syntesis and personal valutaions on the working of the building, pointing out of 
specific architectural and distributional solutions, eventual troubles and relationships. 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Include the  bibliography  utilized in the resaearch. 
 
Symbols to be used in the exercise: 
 
Spaces and areas open to the public 
 
Blue 
 
Service areas and spaces 
 
Green 
 
Administration and gestion spaces and 
areas 
Red 
 
Users ways 
 
Blue 
-------------              
Service ways                                              
 
Green 
------------ 
Staff  ways                                                
 
Red 
----------- 
 
 
